In composing the page, the year date was produced with smaller
characters; specifically in the in the 19th and 20th positions on the
quarter sheet. Since a sheet is made of four quarters, the smaller
date occurs eight times in a sheet. Not only are the dates
smaller, but the ones in “1919” also have hooks [serifs], as can
be seen in the figures. This error, or should I say type, is found
only on this printing plate and in fact occurs in the 34, 35, 39, 40,
84, 85, 89 and 90 positions of the full sheet.

(a) Overprint

Error

(b) Overprint

Error

(c) Overprint

Error

While on page 15 the author acknowledges that they may be
“types”, he prefers to refer to these variations in font as
“errors”. Since they appear systematically throughout the
issue and since they were clearly sold and used in this form as
well, we prefer to consider them types or varieties.
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The Location of the Seven Errors on a Quarter Sheet.
Another, not so significant overprint difference can be
found in another type, which we also present. In the normal
case, the upper loop of the initial “B” in “Baranya” is smaller
than the lower one. However, we find examples where loops of
the letter “B” are of equal size. Such equal-looped “B”s occur in
a quarter sheet (blocks of 25) in the 1st and 3rd positions of the
first row, the 1st position of the second and third rows, the 2nd
position in the fourth row, and the 2nd and 5th positions of the
fifth row. Thus they occur seven times in a quarter sheet and 28
times in a complete sheet.
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Quarter sheet of 5 fillér harvester base stamps overprinted in
red using the pedal press (Brainard #D14). This stamp was
overprinted in both carmine and vermilion (called cinnabar in
the original text); the vermilion variety is illustrated. White
arrows show the two positions per quarter sheet that have the
date printed in a font with serifs. In this upper left quarter
pane, they correspond to positions 34 and 35 of the sheet.
White circles point out characteristic breaks in the “B” and the
1919, a plate scratch, and the characteristic 1919 variety in
position 10 of the this quarter sheet (positions 15, 20, 65 and
70 of the sheet).
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Quarter sheet of 5 fillér harvester base stamps overprinted and
revalued to 45 fillér in black, using the quick press (Brainard
#D25). The illustration of this block appearing in the original
text is shown on page 19 above. White arrows show the seven
positions where the “B” with equal size loops occurs in each
quarter sheet. White circles point out the characteristic broken
impression resulting from irregular type height in position 16
of the this quarter sheet (positions 31, 36, 81 and 86 of the full
sheet) and the “missing” 5 in position 21 sheet (positions 41,
46, 91 and 96 of the sheet)
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Quarter sheet of 75 fillér parliament base stamps overprinted
using the pedal press (Brainard #D28). White arrows show the
two positions per quarter sheet that have the date printed in a
serif font and the position where the date is in mixed fonts. White
circles show characteristic typographic varieties.
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Quarter sheet of 20 fillér postage due base stamps overprinted
using the pedal press (Brainard #D48). White arrows show the 7
positions where the “B” with equal size loops occurs in each
quarter sheet (28 times per sheet). White circles point out
characteristic breaks in the “B” that are common to this issue.
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Significantly shifted overprints, both vertically and
horizontally, are common, and transfer offsets on the gum side
can be encountered as well.
Inverted overprints are well known: black overprinted
50 fillér turul; war relief 10 fillér; 2, 15, and 25 harvesters; 45/2,
45/5 and 45/15 fillér revalued harvesters; carmine overprinted 70
fillér turul; 2 fillér harvester; cinnabar overprinted 5 cinnabar
harvester. In addition, the parliament 75 cinnabar; King Károly
10 fillér; 45/2 fillér harvester-köztársaság; 105/2 fillér special
delivery and 10 fillér are also known.

Shifted overprint

Offset transfer

Double overprints are also known: such as the 15 fillér
war relief; 2 fillér harvester in each color; 15 fillér harvester;
45/5 and 45/15 fillér revalued harvesters; 20 fillér King Károly;
40 fillér Queen Zita; 45/2 fillér harvester- köztársaság; and the
40/2 fillér postage due.
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Inverted overprints

Additional varieties
The t te b che double overprint above does not appear to
have been known to Szabó-Antal. Note that it has both a
common and an equal-looped “B”. The plate position of the
equal looped variety precludes it from falling on the same
stamp in t te b che configuration, and if found, would be a
clear indication of forgery.
The 50 fillér turul has been observed with the overprint
on the back. So called “blind printings” also occur. They arise
when two sheets are fed simultaneously into the press and the
lower sheet gets no color but does get a “blind printing” or
embossing visible on the back. This occurs on about 8 values,
but they do not disserve particular attention. They are mentioned
here only to assure the completeness of this monograph.
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Of the types above, only the small 1919 (valued at 10
times the base price) and the inverted overprint (valued at 20
times) are significant. We can place these in our collections
quite readily because printing types are not generally considered
when stamps are sold, so they can be acquired cheaply.
Naturally, the stamps of Baranya are worth significantly
more on original, postally used covers. Most of the stamps

circulating on the market are mint or have been favor canceled
[canceled to order]. Letters that have actually passed through the
mails command a premium price and become the prized
showpieces of more comprehensive Baranya collections.
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Among postally used covers, we would like to make a
distinction between philatelic covers (those prepared with a
variety of stamps, with disregard to correct franking) and
decorative but functional covers (those with correct franking,
even if used to showcase stamps). The former, like the two
Gyula Miertl covers illustrated on this page, are useful
references for judging forgeries, but are generally less valued
by collectors than correctly franked, postally used covers.
Canceled or used Baranya stamps can only be valued on
cover. This is why we only give the prices of mint stamps. To
communicate the price sets from the period, we present below an
offering from 1920:
korona
49 value full set
48 values
44 values
42 values
40 values
35 values
30 values
26 values
24 values
30

6,500
2,900
1,500
1,100
900
560
400
320
260

The 49 value full set consisted of the stamps officially issued by
the post office, which we listed earlier, and thus was without
color varieties, etc. The offer presents variation of prices in the
set, and rarity can be well determined from it. Naturally, they
offered the full and nearly full sets as individual items, while the
smaller sets were offered in lots of 10, and starting at the 35value lot they were offered in lots of 100 at substantial discount.

Pricing the Stamps of Baranya
We will now give the pricing of all “Baranya 1919”
stamps, including color varieties and printing types. The prices
are given net, in pengö-fillér. This setup also gives protection
against forgeries. Even those who do not understand the
examination of stamps can, based on this list, easily establish
which values exist as quick press printings and which exist only
as pedal press printings. Primarily the uncommon varieties were
prepared by the pedal press. If a stamp in question does not bare
such an overprint, the overprint is surely false.

Value

Overprint
Color

Quick
Press

Overprint
Color

Pedal
Press

==================================================
50 fillér
60 fillér
70 fillér
6 fillér
80 fillér

TURUL
black (a)
black (a)
black (a)
-(a)
-(a)

50+2 (turul)
10 fillér (hussar)

WAR RELIEF
black (a) 3.50
black (a) 0.06

0.16
0.10
0.06
---

--carmine
carmine
carmine
black
black

--0.18
0.12
0.60
10.00
0.20
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15 fillér (infantry)

black

(a)

0.10

15 fillér
20 fillér
25 fillér
35 fillér
40 fillér

HARVESTER
cinnabar (a) 0.20
----black (a) 0.20
----black (a) 0.12
cinnabar (a) 0.20
-(a)
--(a)
-black (a) 0.10
-(a)
-black (a) 1.50
black (a) 2.00
-(a)
--

50 fillér
75 fillér
80 fillér
1 korona
2 korona
3 korona
5 korona
10 korona

PARLIAMENT
black (b) 0.35
black (b) 0.06
black (b) 0.10
black (b) 0.12
black (b) 0.15
black (b) 0.15
black (b) 0.50
black (b) 1.50

2 fillér

3 fillér

5 fillér
6 fillér

Value

Overprint
Color

Quick
Press

black

0.30

cinnabar
carmine
black
black
cinnabar
carmine
black
cinnabar
cinnabar
black
black
black
black
black
black

0.10
0.10
0.60
0.08
0.60
0.06
0.06
0.12
0.20
0.15
0.15
3.00
1.00
1.50
5.00

--------Overprint
Color

--------Pedal
Press

==================================================
10 fillér
20 fillér
25 fillér
40 fillér

KING KÁROLY & QUEEN ZITA
black (a) 0.04
black
black (a) 0.04
black
black (a) 0.50
black
-(a) -cinnabar
-(a) -cinnabar
-(a) -black

2 fillér (harvester)
40 fillér (Zita)
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KÖZTÁRSASÁG
-(a) --(a) --(a) --

0.10
0.10
0.20
0.30
4.00
2.00

black
2.00
black
60.00
cinnabar 10.00

REVALUED
black (c) 0.05
black (c) 0.03
black (c) 0.10
-(c) --(c) -105/2 fillér (special del.)
-(c) -45/2 fillér (harvester)
45/5 fillér (harvester)
45/15 fillér (harvester)
45/2 fillér (köztársaság)

POSTAGE DUE
-(e) --(e) --(e) --(e) --

2 fillér
10 fillér
20 fillér
40/2 fillér

(a) overprint

(b) overprint

(d) overprint

black
black
black
black
carmine
black

0.10
0.05
0.03
0.20
0.06
0.50

black
black
black
black

0.40
0.10
0.15
0.20

(c) overprint

(e) overprint

The so-called trial printings have the following prices:
45 on 15 fillér, King Károly, black overprint
10.00
2 fillér, turul, red overprint
20.00
2 fillér, harvester Köztársaság, red overprint
25.00
50 fillér, Queen Zita, red overprint
50.00
60 fillér, turul, white paper, red overprint
70.00
60 fillér, turul, white paper, black overprint
60.00
40 fillér, Queen Zita Köztársaság, overprint (e) from the
postage due stamps in black, in vertical position
100.00
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20 fillér, brown King Károly, red overprint

40.00

Prices are not set by actual rarity, since appreciably
higher prices would be commanded if they were based on the
numbers of other stamps printed and the size of these issues.
Occupation stamps are also less sought after because of all the
forgeries, thus their prices are appreciably cheaper than their
rarity would dictate. We placed a price on the 20 fillér King
Károly stamp above the others because it really is a trial printing
and because the Senf and Scott catalogs have listed it with a
major number. It is thus worth relatively more, regardless of the
number issued being greater.

Eight stamps were overprinted in addition to those officially
issued.. Of these eight, only the red overprint applied to the 20
fillér King Károly stamps can be considered a trial printing.
They were prepared as a test to see if a red overprint could be
seen on a brown stamp. The test was unsuccessful. The other
seven stamps were overprinted privately, against and without
official authorization, on sheets that were already in private
hands. They were printed using official plates but were not
available through postal channels. These favor overprints fell
into private hands before the official overprints got into
circulation. Most were acquired by the Eszék group.
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The private overprints of Baranya’s first issue are listed in the
Brainard catalog as DP1 to 8 (from upper left to lower right in
the illustration above). We consider only DP4 as a trial printing.
The rest are considered favor overprints.
Because of the primitive nature of the printing, missing
or smudged letters often occur. It is just this primitive and
varied printing which helps trained experts and collectors dealing
with Baranya stamps to be able to distinguish reliably between
genuine and forgery. Also given that issue can in no way be
considered “speculative” (in that the stamps were in circulation
for months and they were authorized by the Hungarian postal
authorities), they are worthy of being collected. Even more so
because they can be obtained at very low prices considering their
rarity, when one compares the size of the issues to the prices.

Examples characteristic smudges and scratches on Baranya I
issue resulting from primitive printing quality assurance.
Unsold supplies, remaining in post offices after the
takeover from the Hungarian authorities, were shipped to the
treasury of the Royal Hungarian Post Office. These have not
been offered for sale to date.
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Provisional Postage Dues
We also want to mention that during October 1919
postage stamps with a particular Hungarian and Baranya
marking appeared, bearing the framed “VI” symbol of Pécs
postal money orders. These were used as supplementary postage

Gyula Miertl cover on
Pécs Stamp Collectors’ Association Stationery
These stamps bearing the framed “VI” symbol have been
considered a third Baranya issue by some philatelists. Most of
36

these stamps are to be found on philatelic covers made using the
stationery of the Pécs Stamp Collectors’ Association. Many of
them are addressed to Gyula Miertl, the great Baranya collector
from Pécs who’s personal collection constitutes the core of the
Hungarian National Philatelic Museum’s Baranya collection.
These Pécs Stamp Collectors’ Association covers are less sought
after than other postally used stationery and addresses, such as
the one illustrated below.

Provisional Postage Dues with Framed “VI” to another
common Baranya addressee, Lászlo Péntek
due stamps. Since these were applied with a handstamp, they
occur in all sorts of orientations on the stamp. Above we present
such stamps on cover, and a few off cover. They have a strong
smell of speculation, and we can thank a few zealous collectors
for their existence. They only have interest on letters that have
passed through the mails. It is just for this reason that we have
chosen not to make a detailed listing of them.

Postal Stationery
The postal stationery issued is much more interesting
and more worthy of collection. They were in true circulation
and, since stamp collectors did not hunt them down, they were
used in the conventional postal manner. The following numbers
were issued:

30 fillér on 5 fillér postal card (war relief)
30 fillér on 8 fillér postal card with reply
30 fillér on 10 fillér postal card
50 fillér on 6 fillér sealed postal card (war relief)
50 fillér on 10 fillér sealed postal card (war relief)
50 fillér on 20 fillér sealed postal card
150 fillér on 15 fillér small format envelope
150 fillér on 16 fillér large format envelope

number
14,040
15,340
46,665
9,150
24,326
5,250
1,200
6,169
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150 fillér on 35 fillér large format envelope

3,581

The overprints were executed in red. The top line of the
overprint is “BARANYA”, in the center is the new
denomination, at the bottom is “fillér”. Often the overprint did
not fall on the denominated area of the card, but well to the left.
It is noteworthy that the overprint is common on the war relief
issue. Upon reflection, it is understandable that this issue
remained in greatest abundance in the inventory of the Pécs
postal administration.
At the time of the second issue, Serbian forces had
occupied Baranya and the city of Pécs for one year and one
month. Major political and military changes occurred within
Hungary. The “commune” collapsed and chief commander
Miklós Horthy entered Budapest at the head of the national
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Hungarian postal stationery overprinted by occupation
authorities was uprated with additional stamps for use to foreign
destinations. The two uprated covers illustrated in this box are
both addressed to Eduard Locker in Zurich, Switzerland. The
cover below is particularly unusual because both Baranya I and
II stamps are used on an SHS-overprinted Hungarian cover,
making it a particularly good example of mixed usage. The
cover illustrated on the facing page is a Hungarian folded postal
card bearing ten different Baranya I and II stamps. Both show
all the correct transit and arrival markings.
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army. In spite of this, the Pécs postal administration was still on
its own. It had to take care of itself in the areas of paying its
employees and maintaining the postal infrastructure. It received
no support yet from Hungary. For this reason, it decided
to increase postal rates, resulting in the need for stamps of
continually greater denomination. This was the reason for the
new issue of overprinted stamps. With this, they also wanted to
support postal employees, who received full sets while the public
was able to obtain only a few values.
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